eSpin - Bicycle Generator
NO TOOLS REQUIRED
Thanks for purchasing the Tesla Energy portable bicycle generator. We are excited for this product to help
your energy needs.
With lots of testing, we have come up with the ideal size generator for human powering. The unit is
designed to maximize DC volt output with the least amount of human input. This product is perfect for
charging 12-volt batteries.
The portable bicycle generator was designed to handle a bicycle with the wheel size of 26”. Please
insure your bicycle matches these criteria before proceeding.
WARNING: The eSpin portable bicycle generator is, by design, a device for electrical power generation. The
improper installation or misuse of such devices may cause injury or in extreme cases death. Tesla Energy
Solutions LLC will not be held liable for any injury resulting from the improper installation, misuse or
possible mechanical defect.

Please read and follow all instructions prior to use.

To watch video instructions on kit put together. ( https://goo.gl/7Pz8RT )
This product works with 26” street tires. We strongly suggest not to
use mountain bike tires as they cause slippage on the roller. Please
make sure to wipe off all dust/dirt from tire before use. This will again,
    !  
pedaling.
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Stationary Bicycle Stand *
DC LCD Power Meter *
" 0&8".
Generator Mounts
Threaded Rod
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Two Star Knobs
Electric Generator
Roller
Support brackets to secure generator tension on
wheel.

(* Generator kit does not include bicycle stand, and DC LCD Power Meter)

Instructions

1
Extend Stationary bike stand. Adjust
the stand’s rubber feet by rotating
them. This is necessary to keep the
stand in solid contact with a your hard
surface.

2
Insert your generator through
the opening. Then tighten
the threaded rollers to get a
somewhat tighter hold, but
still loose enough to take the
entire holder with generator
and attach to the stationary
bike stand.

Take your generator mount
brackets and space them
enough apart by loosening the
threaded rollers on each side.

From the left image, attach the entire generator
mount to the back right hand side of the stand.
Then screw in the assembly slowly on both
sides just to the point it’s not shaking but till it’s
still able to move smoothly.

It should look like this when you are done.

3
Next take your top tensioner and attach it to the
right axle.

Then place your bottom tensioner through the
hole at the top of the mount.

You’ll then need to screw a threaded coupler
between both top and bottom tensioners just
enough to maintain enough tension with the
mount. Make sure to leave enough tension to
still place bicycle tire. This will be adjusted later
to keep enough tension on the generator to tire.
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Next you’ll need to make the electrical
connection with the generator. Simply connect
the black wires together and the red wires
together. That’s it.

5
You’ll then place your rear bicycle tire in the
stand and adjust the side threaded axle holders
to maintain the rear wheel.

It’s important to make sure the tire is centered around the generator
roller. You can then move the mount to the left or right to control
the amount of power being generated. If moved to left, less pedal
power is needed but less generated output, while the opposite is
true. It will take some experimenting to adjust this to your tastes.
Once adjusted, tighten the threaded tensioner to maintain tires
tension on the roller.

A great deal of pressure on the outside threaded axle should be
applied at this moment to really hold the rear tire in place on the
stand. You’ll then also use the lock nuts on the axle to further
maintain the tension on the axle. You’ll also slightly tighten the
generator mount to the stand at this moment and then tighten
the tensioner to maintain just enough friction with rear wheel
and roller. You don’t want any slippage when pedaling.
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Next you’ll need your battery. We recommend a deep cell battery but nothing too large. Simply
take your black lead and attach it to your negative pole on the battery and then take your red lead
and attach it to your positive pole on the battery.

You can see here that your LCD display will show your
voltage on the battery in the top left portion, while the top
right will show your current used. The bottom left portion
will show the amount of watts you are generating as you
pedal.

You are now well on your way to creating your own usable
energy with your own bicycle generated power.
Thank you for using our product and please don’t hesitate to
email us for questions.

